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Hi! 
We’re handing you our culture book - a knowledge 
compendium about our organization. 
We’d love to be a place where people grow. We all want to 
work in a company with the best atmosphere,  we believe 
in partnership. We hire the best people and provide them 
endless possibilities to become as best as they can. We’re 
up to date with industry technologies, love to innovate and 
discover new ways to do things. 
I invite you to learn more about our company culture, and 
if you like it - apply or tell your friends about us.
See you on board!

Dagmara Kowalik, CEO
Aleksander Stós, CTO



Who we are?
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THE DIGITAL BUNCH

The Digital Bunch was founded in 2019 by 
a bunch of friends passionate about 3D and 
software. 
At the moment of writing this culture book we 
have hired over 30 employees, have a multitude 
of clients all over the world and we are still 
growing. 

We are a bunch of experienced: graphic 
designers, architects, interior designers, 
marketing specialists, project managers, and 
programmers.   



We love new technologies and are passionate about helping 
our clients implement them to make things run smoother, 
reach goals, and expand.

We collaborate to bring our unique skill sets together, which 
is why the visual materials we deliver are always captivating, 
efficient, and on time.
We create 3D visualizations for nearly anything. Mostly for 
architecture, products, furniture. We also make animations, 
VR, AR, and all kinds of interactive marketing materials, 
websites, mobile apps, and much more. You can find more 
information about our projects on  Behance

https://www.behance.net/digitalbunch


Our story
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We started as a company of only a bunch.  Back in 2019, we 
had a little office above McDonald’s (you may have noticed 
our collection of McDonald’s glasses in the kitchen). We didn’t 
have much at the beginning except a vision larger than life 
and passion that we wanted to share with the world. 

We quickly had to expand, move to a larger space and chose 
Ochota as our interim office. In January 2021 we found our 
new home at the heart of Saska Kępa where we are until now. 
Counting 30 employees and still growing. 



Values
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01
Entrepreneurship

Be bold, be willing to take risks, have conviction in your ideas, use your strengths. Creativity is often a 
solitary pursuit. Being entrepreneurial about your work means owning your tasks and projects and 
driving them forward with or without oversight. It's also about knowing when to ask the team for support, 
and when to take time to expand your skillset. If a new plug-in calling out to you, there's a new tech you 
want to learn or a whole new direction you want to take, we've got you covered. Skills > roles.



02
Trust

Trust comes from relationships – starting with yourself and your work, all the way to the teammates you 
count on for support and the trust clients have in us when they put their precious ideas in our hands. 
Trust is built and cultivated; it's part of the work we do at TBD. If work needs do it, we pick it up. And we 
thank each other for doing so.
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03
Respect

Communication with empathy and emotional intelligence can be a tough exercise, but we believe it's 
the only way to truly grow. Accommodating differences of opinion can be even harder, but we pride 
ourselves on how varied and multidisciplinary our team is. We have no time for "brilliant jerks" - we are a 
community, and we are protective of it. We recognize each other's values and celebrate each other's 
wins.
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04
Efficiency

We create in a world of budgets and deadlines. Understanding the limitations and picking the right tools 
to work with is as much a part of the art as creative flow. It's also why we value the time spent pursuing 
new skills and tools, which in turn help us have more time for artistic flair. Developing a career is 
important to all of us. Grow along with one of our predefined tracks or pick your path.
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05
Integrity

None of the above is worth a damn without each of us holding ourselves accountable. Be brave and 
honest, it will be appreciated. We chose this set of values to guide us as move through the world and 
stay true to ourselves.
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Architecture
We create beautiful 3D 
architecture visualizations for our 
clients with attention to every 
detail.

● Competitions
● Commercial 
● Masterplans
● Videos
● Visual walks & 

interactive



Motion Design 
We create 3D product 
visualizations and 360° views.
We expose products and 
show them in the environment. 
We are passionate to 
visualize nearly everything.

● product visualisations
● VFX
● abstract motion design
● camera tracking
● photocomposites



Marketing
The number one goal for 
marketing activities is to stand 
out. We take a holistic 
approach and blend skills to 
create something unique. 

● Packshots & 
Environments

● Animation/CGI/VFX
● Art direction and assets 

for marketing campaigns
● Multi-format deliverables 

for art directors
● Marketing campaigns
● Marketing strategy



Software
Our code is sturdy, scalable, fit for 
purpose, budget, and deadlines. 

● Idea development
● Full-stack solutions
● UI and UX
● Holistic interactive 

campaigns
● Optimization, auditing, 

problem-solving
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intern

junior

mid

senior



Our clients
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Tools / software
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FAQ
● What about work hours - is it a 9-5 job? 

Depending on the way you prefer: when you 
are a night owl or early bird - choose the 
hours you want to work. If you want to use 
studio computers on weekends, it is also 
available. 

● Is remote work ok? Of course! Since the 
pandemic started we even advise you to 
stay in the house till you feel great. But even if 
you don’t feel under weather, but want to 
work 100% remotely, you can. 

● Do you have any work dress code?  The 
more comfortable you are the better. So 
however you want to dress: in a prom suit or 
sweatpants - it’s your choice.

● What kind of employment contract do you 
provide? We offer full-time, part-time jobs, 
contracts for the project, and B2B - it is your 
choice.



FAQ
● Where is the office? In Warsaw, Saska Kępa 

district.  

● What does work look like? Depending on the 
team you will be part of, it might be once a 
week meeting or just slack info. Teams have 
project managers who can answer every 
question needed. They also coordinate 
projects and assign tasks to each of you.

● Are there any benefits available? Yes, 
recently we started working with Benefit 
systems. You have the opportunity to use a 
Multisport card. We have a fully-equipped 
kitchen with coffee, tea, milk, popcorn, and 
much more. We have a lot of integration 
events and we organize special activities in 
the office with no occasion - like waffles, 
lemonades, board games nights, etc.



FAQ
● What are perspectives for a career path?  We are 

flexible. If you apply for archviz, but decide that 
modeling products or programming are the way you 
want to pursue, don’t mind telling us. You can also 
follow your specialization path, ranging from intern, 
through junior, middle to senior specialist.

● What about equipment? You will get a desk 
computer to use in the office, with all software 
provided. Depending on the team, you will also get a 
laptop. We work on Windows, Mac - you can tell us 
which one you prefer.

● I’m not sure if I want to move to Warsaw, I 
don’t know anyone there.  Don’t worry, there 
are several people like you here, and they 
made colleagues. We want to make sure, 
that everyone feels included, so we organize 
board game nights, sometimes we have full 
office brunch or cake eating contests. There 
are also integrations outside the workplace 
and two big parties when our CEO and CTO 
have their B-day. Sometimes we offer remote 
jobs - follow our social media to stay on date.



Sounds interesting?

● Check our job offers on >> CAREER PAGE << 
● Or send us your portfolio and CV to jobs@thedigitalbunch.com
● Tell your friends about us! 

You have got 3 options to choose from: 
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https://www.thedigitalbunch.com/careers
mailto:jobs@thedigitalbunch.com


Thank You! 
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https://www.behance.net/digitalbunch
https://www.facebook.com/thedigitalbunch/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyx8GT3YIKi1zNBud_iJCBw
https://www.instagram.com/thedigitalbunch/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/35642629/admin/
https://www.thedigitalbunch.com

